
Dear Bill, 	 9/16/95 

aiIn your 9/14 you say of my letter to 'esar that it was pretty g dam harsh" 

and a "pretty mean letter." True. If 1  did not care about him I'd have written and 

said nothing. I've carried that farthur, as you'll have been before you get this. 

And 1 belive that the harm he is now doing and has been doing for some years outweighs 

whatever good he :e doing in POIA cases. I've indicated some of that. 

Ve are all much indebted to him for those i"OIA cases but not to him alone. 

On some of it I had to fight him hard and Lil and i did an enormous amount of work on 
ei 

them all. 1n the end we got much lee than we could and should have and to a large 

degree that was beceete of dte% Jim. The DJ lawyers -nd the FBI agents sized him up 

correctly and the tricks they pulled worked. Several were quite abusive of me, wasted 

an enormous amount of time for me and ho wound Ile  getting me gypped out a what for us 

in those does was a quite significant amount of money. 

in the King case the DJ chief of the FOIA section of the civil division 

connived an in chamber; meeting. We had met with her on a Vriday and after that she 

arrieees for this in chambers session for the next working day ad Ireeall, that 

Monday. She has has actually talked the judge into having me act as the Ddpartment's 
---) 	 4: 

consultant in my case against it! Unheiard of? The judge like/it and over my clear 

objections Jim had me do it. They promisdd to pay me at their standard consultant's 

rate, then *100 an hour. I spent as 1  reccall 200 hours on it and when it came time 

to pay that same section chief blandly fold the judge she had no authority to make me 

that offer. Before then theossistant chief cll.  civil had been in court and had assured the 

judge they would pay me. No sanctions, no money and all the time it took me to complete 

it with all ee 1  had to do they were able to stall the case. Then he let them get away 
iv Allo ' 

with i o ig itik And if that is not enough he engaged ini stipulation with the FBI 
/ 

case agent on it for me to get some of what I was supposed to get osteheibW sooner than 

I would have and under conditions that did not give me all the vast field office files 
WUG 

at one time. 'Turns out that tiggprocessing t48se records 4e11 before they got that 

stipulation idea and they did dump them all on me at one time, when I could not 

possibly handle that volume. iield them up to be able to do that, too. 	not not only 

let them get away with that, he let them get away with all sorts of things having no 

relationship to that stipulation—iWas within it. 

We'd not have done nearly as well as we did if 1 had not done as much ea I 

did and put my head on the block to do it. There is//ore but,I think this is enough to 

tell you that over the years it was very difficult, manta great amount of work for Lil 

and me, ane I did the real fighting in all those canes. 

'n the last one, the combined field offices JFK case, he actually did what I 

fobad him to do and then the 11,J correctly alleged a conflict of interest. That left me 
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without counsel and witheet many of the records I should have gotten and to continue 

with the case as my own lawyer at the district and appeals level when I was not going 

to Washington for other than medical reason and then was driven there. 

There were several civil matters he messed up, too. 

You also have no idea how much ho remains the boy, the flower boy of his 

undergraduate days. With the deserved nickname Junky Iiim. Not because he was on junk 

but because that was, as it still is, the way he kept his stuff. 	4,4 
Airing those days I'd weaned him from the conspiracy-theory illaginings of 

Bud Fensterwald and he as pretty solid then. No crazy stuff and ho saw hoe it worked. 

In the king case his effort was incredible, but I did the basics for him. We had 
adjoining rooms. 1 located and interviewed the witnesses and he had to question many of 

them without even having seen them. I wrote the 'questions out for •him in the wee hours 

and he hit it cold in court. ile listened to me on discovery and we got a great amount . 

despite the blocks for the two days permitted but when he had to face a rd one in 
Pa, 

court during that he chickenedd out, did not even talk to me about itM
/
and eat got 

done in on whateeas important. The State int-,Srr pted the judge when he was sitting 

on another case, which made it worse, and in 1 t them lie knowingeit was a lie. An 

I would not have if he had said I was involved in that and should respond, 

1e tand'irk Allen have been getting a large quantity of records. They remain 

in boxes, not even looked at. At the beginning heldlend me some that they had looked 

at. Until I jotted in them what they misaed. Since then, for many years, nothing at all. 

What I spotted I  told them about. Like that damage-controj tickler. They've made no 

use of it the-4 know of.  

When he was no longer' asoociating wTete he return/to that /ensterwald ra 
eV 

nese that has nothing to do with the actualities of the esassination. B felt/  ha 

ireleven . When 
i 

aathing that embarrassed the government was fine no matter ho;..i 	 'he 

died Jim took the AARC over aped remains devoted to Bud. And adthpted all that craziness 

that not once did 	good anki all and often did much hareeThen he got aligned with John 

Judge, who is both an astowiding subject-matter ignoramus, a first-rat assassination 

nIgt and can t get the simplest facto straight in their COPA:' logethv they are and have 

been pressuring the ARRB for nonsense records. When 1  adked him about that he said it 
le/  

was better to get that than to get nothing and on that sitplistic and self-defeating 

basis he is their runnang dog in their false pretense to be doing what they are supposed 

to when in fact they never intended to and refuse to. In short, if it is bad but can 

et attention it is not bad and he goes for it. 1;iitnees all thfte ewman stuff that is 

basically very bad and I fear his coming book will be even worse. 

When I  proposed to 4allen that he bold a press conferenc76 the book because 
cannot and he did not even respond, 1  took that up with jim. I outlined foe him what 
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would have given him no problems at all and he agreed. And theN stayed out of touch with 

me. 	made childish assumptions and decisions because he now has no connections with 

eieYthire4 not nutty and what ''' learned I learned from Dave and McKnight. I sent word back 

through McKnight to forget about it and send me the books and records I had given him 

and he then decided to go ahead twu days after his return from ''ineapore. But he'not 

only did not, if he ever intended to, he did not mention any of this to me. 

Meanwhile, little as 14ight be able to do on my own, I'mfforecalosed be-

cause I cannot preempt him and the press conference.For several months there was no 

efirt I could make to draw attention to the book, which is 	erful but to him is 

not even worth looking at because it has no theories in it. "e told me this week he 

had not road it. After five months. 

t waited for a while after his return and then wrote him. 

Meanhwule, it should be obvious with what is in and Keid documented in that 

book, with the beg4nning of the illitehuret controversy in th Simpson case, we had 

the potential of a real breakthrough - if Jim had not refused to keep his wort 

The morning I saw on TV at 3 a.m. that the FBI had announced it had in-

vestigated itself nbd found all that tiiihitehurst alleged not to be true, Mamenia what 

an opportuNity that gave us with item:bum perjury one of the issues when in r4sponse 

to my allegaeioa of Lab perjury the defense wee Tcould make such allegations ad in-

finitim because I knew more about that busines than anyone then working for the FBI! 

Plus the pictures you have seen and more. 

And thanks to Jim the media does not even have the free copies I had for /him 

to give them: 
lee 

lou'll see pretty much of the rest in what I've sent you, especially my 4 
memo to Gerry and Dennis. I also wrote him further this morying, in the probably futile 

hope that at long last hill start thinking and acting like a ban, not a spoiled boy. 
Instead of that consultancy fee he did promise to eeve me 85,000 when he got his 

feel. We then were broke and in debt. he did not and 1 havet mentioned it to him. 

And don't get Lil to tak about the great additiot burdens he places on her 

with his gross negligence and careless mistakes when she does his taxes for him. "0 

really abuses her. She has to write him like he is a child and ho is mlways late 

with everything and eanVt keep even his chekcbook straight. 

Jim is so fixed in his ways it is probably a waste of time to try to be of 

any help but if I did not care for him I'd not be trying....lie does others ineredible 

things, too. I've heard from aenmark to New Zealand about sending 'him Money for what 

people order from his iLARs and they get nothing after years and not even acknowledgement 

of their letters. lie can be end persist in being that irresponsible. And he has just 
messed us all up very much. Eecuse the ste, 

kike 


